Leading International PCB Equipment Supplier Seeks
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
Ucamco (former Barco ETS) is a leading specialist in manufacturing CAM and Pre-CAM
software photoplotters and direct imaging systems for the global Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) industry.
In over 25 years' continuous experience in the development, supply and support of
leading-edge front-end tooling solutions, our uncompromising pursuit of engineering
excellence has always been key to our success. Our product goals are equally ambitious:
through best-in-class performance, long-term reliability and continuous development, we
keep our clients at the cutting edge, enabling them to increase their yields and productivity
while reducing their enterprise risks and costs.
That's why major AOI, direct imaging and electrical test equipment vendors choose to
OEM Ucamco software for their front-end functionality. And it's why many of the world's
leading PCB manufacturers rely on Ucamco systems.
And once they come to us, they tend to stay: many of our clients have been with us for
upwards of 20 years. That's because we match our great technologies with unparalleled
technical and customer care. With over 1000 laser photoplotters and 5000 CAM systems
worldwide, we offer local support to our clients in all our major marketplaces.
At Ucamco, we highly value customer loyalty and satisfaction. After-sales follow-up and
customer care is therefore something we do not take lightly. In this context we are
currently looking to extend our Northern Italy-based support team with a team-oriented and
enthusiastic

INTERNATIONAL FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER located in ITALY

The successful candidate will:
 Install and service our plotters and direct imaging machines at customer sites
Europe-wide.
 Carry out maintenance in the field
 Travel frequently (several weeks/month, 4x5days/month possible)
 Assist product manager

We are looking for a team player who is:


Strongly customer oriented and experienced in giving customer support onsite



Used and willing to travel frequently



Motivated, independent and enterprising



Technically-minded with training/background in electromechanics/electronics



Affinity for software (setup, configuration and usage of Windows based CAM frontend software and Linux based RIP software)



Fluent in Italian and English (German and/or French is a plus)



An analytical thinker



Capable of problem solving

The right candidate will be a valued member of a friendly, team-oriented, growing
international company that is a leader in its field and is dedicated to excellence in all it
does. Dynamic and fun, the company offers a great working atmosphere, and this new
position is forward-looking and open, with plenty of opportunities for enterprising
individuals, whose results could be rewarded with prospects for progression in technical
development.
Sound like your sort of job? Get in touch today!
Ucamco NV, Bijenstraat 19, 9051 St.Denijs Westrem
Anja Ingels – hrm@ucamco.com

